30 Retro Runner with Wendy Nutt – Mon 17
Website - www.quiltamour.com.au
Size: 88cms x 39cms (34½” x 15”)
A funky modern table runner is put together using what Wendy calls
‘puzzle appliqué’. This technique will give you practice in precision
machine stitching. The whole runner top is pieced together like a puzzle
then layered with the batting and backing. Using satin stitch, all layers
are then quilted together. To finish off the runner, mitred corners and a
self-border finish the edges. This project will have you thinking where
else this technique can be applied. Wendy will bring samples to show
you how adaptable this method is.
Skill level – beginners (if you like a challenge) to advanced.

31 Tassels with Deb Wight - Mon 17
These beautiful tassels make wonderful adornments to cupboards, doors, lamps,
curtains etc, or as gifts to give. Deb will guide you step by step through this process –
it’s lots of fun, no pressure and your own handcrafted tassel should be completed in
a day. The tassels are supplied as a kit at a cost of $50.00. Each kit will include 2 x
wooden tassel forms, hand painted laces and braids, plus beads, needles and glue
with enough of all the components to complete two tassels. Due to the materials
being hand dyed you will have a choice of either cool, warm or neutral colours.
There will be lots of spare kits for you to make your selection from. This workshop is
suitable for all skill levels.

32 Chatelaine with Jenny Bowker – Tues 18
Website – www.jennybowker.com
The Chatelaine is a pretty, practical, comfortable accessory to hold all your hand stitching
essentials. It sits around your neck like a scarf. If you travel by bus or plane you can stitch
as you go and will never need to grope beneath your seat for scissors. At patchwork
friendship groups you do not need the arm of a chair or a coffee table – it is all around
your neck.
Even if you are not sewing, the Chatelaine will hold your
phone, tissues, glasses, and iPod. They make wonderful gifts,
fun group projects for a stitching day together, and are an
excellent way for a teacher to show students a lot of simple
processes and finishing techniques for patchwork. Jenny will
teach you many different skills of machine and hand
stitching. Suitable for all skill levels.
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